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What do you do when the devil has you in his sights? You show him that you can
play his game. Austin Lowes is new to town. She's running from a mom who
hates her to her dad who cares nothing about her. Only a few months and she
will be free, or at least, that's what she hopes ... until she meets him. Cole
Reynolds is the devil disguised as a man. He wants her fear, he wants her blood,
and he wants her soul. Just a little game, he says, I dare you. Will Austin survive
him, or will she lose herself and the game? Secrets are revealed and justice will
be served, but at what cost? Who survives and who doesn't?
Harlequin Dare brings you a collection of four new sexy contemporary romances
for fun and fearless women. Available now! This box set includes: HER DIRTY
LITTLE SECRET By JC Harroway Nothing satisfies billionaire Jack more than
keeping socialite Harley to himself. Their families hate each other, but they’re
consumed by a wicked game of lust. And guarding this sexy secret makes
everything a whole lot hotter… UNMASKED Melbourne After Dark by Stefanie
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London Lainey has one goal before she leaves Melbourne: transform herself into
a sexy siren, sneak into a glamorous masquerade ball, and seduce Damian
McKnight. Only there’s a problem—one night isn’t nearly enough. Can this
fantasy have a happily-ever-after? THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE Dirty Sexy Rich by
Alexx Andria Katherine isn’t interested in marriage. But she can’t keep her
hands off billionaire Luca, who wants to put a ring on it! So she challenges him to
an X-rated battle of wits—to seduce her down the aisle! INKED Hard Riders MC
by Anne Marsh Harper is a tattoo virgin before Vik draws her first ink. Once the
bad-boy biker touches her, she’s addicted! Harper insists they won’t last outside
the bedroom—but their chemistry is a feeling she wants to last forever…
This book explores how capital-labour relations and antagonisms structure forms
of militancy in Vietnam and shows that Vietnamese labour militancy is in line with
global trends of worker activism. Vietnamese labour politics is undergoing
significant changes, with a new Labour code that became law in 2021 allowing
workers to join ‘worker representative organisations’ not subordinate to the stateled union or the ruling Communist Party. This book reflects on the nature of
Vietnamese labour politics on the cusp of reform. It focuses on nominally formal
labour within the garment and footwear industry in the southern part of the
country, the author argues that while employment in the formal economy is
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expanding in terms of the absolute numbers of people working in formally
registered firms, capital employs various ways to make conditions inside these
companies increasingly insecure. In response, workers organise in forms of
decentralised resistance. The book analyses two of these in detail; wildcat strikes
and ‘microstrikes’—short collective work stoppages that occur inside workplaces.
Arguing that labour resistance is structured in relation to capital’s behaviour, and
not only because of weak labour relations institutions and mechanisms, this book
makes a valuable contribution to the field of labour and social movement studies,
development studies, sociology, and political economy and Southeast Asian
Studies.
These Reflective Prayers are the result of permitting a gentle reading of the
lectionary texts for a given service to resonate in me and emerge as a searching
engagement of the word with my spirit in a mood of settled joy. The ninety
samples given are the most recent, in order, at the time of publication.
These reflective prayers are the result of permitting a gentle reading of the
lectionary texts for a given service to resonate in me and emerge as a searching
engagement of the word with my spirit in a mood of settled joy. The ninety
samples given are the most recent, in order, at the time of publication.
This book provides an empirically grounded, in-depth investigation of the ethical
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dimensions to in-house practice and how legal risk is defined and managed by inhouse lawyers and others. The growing significance and status of the role of
General Counsel has been accompanied by growth in legal risk as a
phenomenon of importance. In-house lawyers are regularly exhorted to be more
commercial, proactive and strategic, to be business leaders and not (mere)
lawyers, but they are increasingly exposed for their roles in organisational
scandals. This book poses the question: how far does going beyond being a
lawyer conflict with or entail being more ethical? It explores the role of in-housers
by calling on three key pieces of empirical research: two tranches of interviews
with senior in-house lawyers and senior compliance staff; and an unparalleled
large survey of in-house lawyers. On the basis of this evidence, the authors
explore how ideas about in-house roles shape professional logics; how far
professional notions such as independence play a role in those logics; and the
ways in which ethical infrastructure are managed or are absent from in-house
practice. It concludes with a discussion of whether and how in-house lawyers and
their regulators need to take professionalism and professional ethicality more
seriously.
Introduce yourself to Mills & Boon’s sexiest series yet!
During all its history humanity it seems, has not learned a thing about the
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stupidity of war and its horrors. Today, the Middle East is in flames, Israelis are
fighting the Palestinians; there is killing each day in Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq,
Yemen, and other parts of the world; cities are destroyed by incessant bombing.
Victims are fleeing the killing, and emigration to Europe is at an all-time high. But
contrary to the young soldiers in the US who learn about the inhumanness of war
when they are sent to Vietnam or the Middle East, Alain Corcos lived through
War World II as a teenager, then escaped with his brother from Nazi France
across the Spanish border and joined the Allied Forces in Casablanca in March
1944, three months before D-Day. As an old man today, Corcos had time to
reflect on war, and in his book The Folly of War he paints the pains that soldiers
and civilians go through in any kind of war. He wonders if humanity is ready for
peace. Wouldn't it be more reasonable to work together than killing each other for
foolish reasons? We face many challenges -- the threat of nuclear war,
overpopulation, climate change, and worldwide pandemics, to name a few.
Corcos explores real solutions that offer hope instead of continued destruction.
An urgent and passionate plea for a new and ecologically sustainable vision of the good life.
The reality of runaway climate change is inextricably linked with the mass consumerist,
capitalist society in which we live. And the cult of endless growth, and endless consumption of
cheap disposable commodities isn't only destroying the world, it is damaging ourselves and our
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way of being. How do we stop the impending catastrophe, and how can we create a movement
capable of confronting it head-on? In Post-Growth Living, philosopher Kate Soper offers an
urgent plea for a new vision of the good life, one that is capable of delinking prosperity from
endless growth. Instead, she calls for a renewed emphasis on the joys of being, one that is
capable of collective happiness not in consumption but by creating a future that allows not only
for more free time, and less conventional and more creative ways of using it, but also for more
fulfilling ways of working and existing. This is an urgent and necessary intervention into
debates on climate change.
To successfully conduct an epidemiological study, academic subject knowledge must be
combined with careful consideration of the practical elements involved. From an academic
perspective, insights into the basis of epidemiology, the concepts behind how we study
diseases, and the challenges and limitations of the results that emerge are prioritised.
However, the success of the academic analysis depends on how, when, and where the data
used is collected. Epidemiological Studies: A Practical Guide focuses on the practical
challenges of epidemiological data collection. Essential topics, such as how to choose the
population to study, how to maximise participation and retention, and how to frame questions
so that subjects provide the information required, are the core of the material presented. The
book explains the skills needed to conduct a study where data is collected and presented
accurately, and in appropriate formats. In addition to presenting a step-by-step guide to
epidemiological investigations, the chapters in the book are accompanied by examples of how
to phrase the letters and forms needed for each stage of conducting a study. Focusing on
measurement, study designs, statistics, methodological issues, and key skills, the book
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provides a valuable background to epidemiological study. With detailed tables and figures, a
clear chapter outline, and a straightforward index, the information presented is easily
accessible and can quickly be applied to the reader's own work. Extensively revised, this new
edition includes updates on case-crossover, Mendelian randomisation, and case-cohort. New
chapters have been added to reflect the areas a student is now likely to encounter in an
introductory epidemiological course, such as evidence synthesis, use of routine data,
association or causation, feasibility, and pilot studies. Epidemiological Studies: A Practical
Guide is ideal for students in epidemiology, public health, health research, and health services
research. It is also highly relevant to post-graduate research students, and early stage clinical
and non-clinical researchers.
Do you know how it feels to run for 1,900 miles? Or to look down at the earth from a space
station? Or to swim alongside a hungry shark? Fantastic Female Adventurers by Lily Dyu is a
collection of fourteen exciting and inspirational stories about the women that do. Follow them
on their incredible journeys around the globe. Ski to the North Pole with Ann Daniels while
watching out for polar bears and lethal cracks in the ice. Feel the air beneath your feet as you
climb high on a cliff face with Gwen Moffat. Experience the thrill of racing down rocky
Himalayan trails with champion runner Mira Rai. Sail the oceans with Ellen MacArthur, the girl
who saved up her lunch money to buy her first boat. You’ll even fly into space with Britain’s
first astronaut, Helen Sharman. And join Lily on other awesome adventures with Anna McNuff,
Sarah Outen, Misba Khan and more – taking you from Everest to the South Pole and all the
places in between. Beautifully illustrated by artist and adventurer Chellie Carroll, Fantastic
Female Adventurers will leave you thinking: I can do that, too!
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"This collection explores the politics, protest and resistance of recent popular culture in relation
to Brexit Britain and the Trump-era United States"-The Symphonic Poem in Britain 1850-1950 aims to raise the status of the genre generally and
in Britain specifically. The volume reaffirms British composers' confidence in dealing with
literary texts and takes advantage of the contributors' interdisciplinary expertise by situating
discussions of the tone poem in Britain in a variety of historical, analytical and cultural contexts.
This book highlights some of the continental models that influenced British composers, and
identifies a range of issues related to perceptions of the genre. Richard Strauss became an
important figure in Britain during this time, not only in terms of the clear impact of his tone
poems, but the debates over their value and even their ethics. A focus on French orchestral
music in Britain represents a welcome addition to scholarly debate, and links to issues in
several other chapters. The historical development of the genre, the impact of compositional
models, issues highlighted in critical reception as well as programming strategies all contribute
to a richer understanding of the symphonic poem in Britain. Works by British composers
discussed in more detail include William Wallace's Villon (1909), Gustav Holst's Beni
Mora(1909-10), Hubert Parry's From Death to Life (1914), John Ireland's Mai-Dun (1921), and
Frank Bridge's orchestral 'poems' (1903-15).
Harlequin Dare brings you a collection of four new sexy contemporary romances for fun and
fearless women. Available now! This box set includes: CLOSE TO THE EDGEBy Zara Cox
The moment he meets coding prodigy Lily, Caleb knows his “never get involved with a client”
rule is at risk. Because keeping his hands off Lily is bringing Caleb close to the edge of his
control… BEDDABLE BILLIONAIREDirty Sexy RichBy Alexx Andria Journalist Lauren needs
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her job. Even if that means writing a feature on Nico Donato—billionaire playboy and every
woman’s ultimate fantasy. All she has to do is not be tempted by this too-hot-to-be-true man…
GETTING LUCKYReunionsBy Avril Tremayne With her fertility issues, it’s now or never for
Romy. But when her sexy friend Matt tears up her IVF paperwork and presents a counter-offer,
how can she refuse? Especially when multiple orgasms come as a tempting bonus…!
FORBIDDEN PLEASUREThe Business of PleasureBy Taryn Leigh Taylor When Emma quits
her job, she’s finally free to seduce her gorgeous boss. But when Max discovers his
company’s been hacked, and all signs point to Emma, his only option is a very hands-on
investigation!
Introduce yourself to Mills & Boon's sexiest series yet!Worth the Risk by Zara Cox "I like to win
at all costs..." But wanting her could cost him everything. With a multi-billion-dollar deal on the
line, billionaire playboy Gideon Mortimer can't afford another tabloid scandal. He's committed
to a chastity contract, but being on the same yacht as Leonie Branson--temptation
personified--is pure, unadulterated torture. Relinquishing control of their thrilling sexual
chemistry to tenacious Leonie feels tantalizingly worth the risk--to his reputation and his wellprotected heart.Legal Desire by Lisa Childs Innocent until proven wicked. He'll need all his
powers of seduction... Lawyer Trevor Sinclair knows that gorgeous ice-cold queen Allison
McCann is sabotaging his firm. All he needs is proof--a plan that involves a little
deception...and a whole lot of sizzling seduction! But no one warned him that her chilly exterior
hides a desire as hot as his own. Is it entrapment if they're both playing with fire?Wild Child by
Christy McKellan Mixing business with pleasure...is a dangerous game! Party girl Maya
Darlington-Hume feels an illicit thrill when a gorgeous man walks in on her naked. When she
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discovers the sexy stranger is her father's business associate and her new boss, she naughtily
decides to turn up the heat--and Benedict Chivers can't resist her for long. Maya could lose
everything if her controlling father finds out, but each encounter leaves her begging for
more...!Getting Even by Avril Tremayne Want. Need. Lust. Just one more night! For book
editor Veronica Johnson it's sheer hell seeing her ex Rafael Velez again. He's the man she
thought she'd be with for a lifetime, and here he is at her best friend's wedding! How she hates
him still! But he has an outrageous proposition: just one more night together! It's madness--but
achingly tempting. Especially if she walks away without a backward glance, just as he did to
her...
Introduce yourself to Mills & Boon's sexiest series yet!Her Dirty Little Secret by JC Harroway
All kissing, no telling! Nothing satisfies billionaire Jack Demont more than keeping socialite
Harley Jacob from what she wants. After all, their families hate each other, and there's
unresolved history between them...along with some serious sexual chemistry! Now they're
consumed by a wicked game of lust--they'll give each other mindless pleasure, but nothing
else. No one can know, and keeping something this sexy a secret makes everything a whole
lot hotter... Unmasked by Stefanie London The Marriage Clause by Alexx Andria Inked by
Anne Marsh

The outcome of the European Union membership referendum in 2016 has
presented the United Kingdom with one of its greatest challenges of modern
times. As negotiations for an exit strategy continue, this volume looks to open up
conversations on the socio-legal implications of such a monumental transition.
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Aimed at addressing issues relating to Brexit that affect every aspect of British
society, this book seeks to not just list the problems but to offer viable solutions
for “the way forward”. Divided into three parts, this book presents a
comprehensive yet accessible discussion of the impact of Brexit on the United
Kingdom. Part I brings together three social studies that reveal that Brexit may be
the result of international nationalist narratives, and that the choice to leave the
EU is already affecting Brits abroad and the future opportunities for British
students. Part II turns its attention to national legal issues that are affected such
as the Irish border, waste management, moral copyright, and the support of local
enterprises. Lastly, Part III investigates commercial law touching on important
topics such as international litigation, insolvency and tax law. As this publication
suggests eventual solutions to several issues caused by Brexit, it may be of
interest to not only other academics working in the field, but also to policy makers
and relevant stakeholders.
This Companion offers a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the
environmental humanities, an interdisciplinary movement that responds to a
world reconfigured by climate change and its effects, from environmental racism
and global migration to resource impoverishment and the importance of the
nonhuman world. It addresses the twenty-first century recognition of an
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environmental crisis – its antecedents, current forms, and future trajectories – as
well as possible responses to it. This books foregrounds scholarship from
different periods, fields, and global locations, but it is organized to give readers a
working context for the foundational debates. Each chapter examines a key topic
or theme in Environmental Humanities, shows why that topic emerged as a
category of study, explores the different approaches to the topics, suggests
future avenues of inquiry, and considers the topic's global implications, especially
those that involve environmental justice issues.
One of science ficition’s most famous characters, Dan Dare – pilot of the future,
is back for a brand new adventure and facing his biggest threat. Peace reigns
supreme for the Earth Sol Alliance. The Mekon, perhaps mankind’s greatest
enemy, has finally been vanquished and is undergoing behavioural rehabilitation
in a maximum-security prison built on the Moon. This leaves his captor, Dan
Dare, desk-bound, bored, and praying for adventure… Dan’s prayers are
seemingly answered when a massive spaceship of unknown origins arrives in the
Sol system and destroys one of the moons of Saturn in a colossal show of
strength. Dan Dare is dispatched to investigate and he may need the help of his
iconic foe, The Mekon… “An interesting and thought-provoking affair. 8 out of 10.”
– Adventures in Poor Taste “A relaunch that more than does the character, and
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its history, justice – and great fun to boot. Can’t ask for more than that.” – Nerdly
“Dan Dare is a classic! Grade: A” – Comic of the Day Collects #1-4 of Dan Dare.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
"Dare to Inspire shows how to spark and sustain exponential growth." --Shawn
Achor, New York Times bestselling author of Big Potential and The Happiness
Advantage Inspiration is a most critical resource to be managed in modern work.
The problem is that the power of inspiration often feels fleeting. But what if you
could design your own way to be inspired at work on a regular basis? What if you
could make your own inspiration last? Rooted in 18 engines of inspiration that
emerged from interviews with leaders across different industries, Dare to Inspire
shows how to supercharge inspiration for yourself, your team, and your
organization. Each chapter offers tools, strategies, and examples of how to make
inspiration happen and last. Through stories of pioneers in business, health,
education, and other industries, readers learn how to effectively use the engines
to spark inspiration, along with specific practices to sustain it. Dare to Inspire
features Chef Wes Avila, the founder of L.A. sensation Guerrilla Tacos, who was
inspired to revolutionize his industry; crowdfunding pioneer Charles Best, who
founded DonorsChoose to meet the challenge of connecting teachers in need
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with donors interested in supporting educational programs; and many others.
This will be a vital book for anyone interested in creativity, success, achievement,
and happiness.
This timely book explains how recognition and misrecognition have the power to
fuel conflict and to initiate reconciliation. Constance Duncombe presents a
detailed conceptual and empirical investigation of one of the most significant
flashpoints in global politics: the fraught bilateral relations between the US and
Iran. Duncombe uses this relationship to explore the importance of
representation in shaping the identity of a state, as well as how it is recognised
by others on the world stage. In 2015, Iran and the US reached an agreement on
the framework for a long-term deal that allows Iran limited nuclear technological
capacity in exchange for the lifting of debilitating economic sanctions. In light of
decades of animosity between Iran and the US, which previously thwarted
attempts on both sides to reach an amicable agreement, this book asks how we
can best explain the initial success of this deal given the Trump administration’s
2018 US withdrawal from the agreement.
“Southeast Asian Affairs, first published in 1974, continues today to be required
reading for not only scholars but the general public interested in in-depth analysis
of critical cultural, economic and political issues in Southeast Asia. In this annual
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review of the region, renowned academics provide comprehensive and
stimulating commentary that furthers understanding of not only the region’s
dynamism but also of its tensions and conflicts. It is a must read.” – Suchit
Bunbongkarn, Emeritus Professor, Chulalongkorn University “Now in its fortysixth edition, Southeast Asian Affairs offers an indispensable guide to this
fascinating region. Lively, analytical, authoritative, and accessible, there is
nothing comparable in quality or range to this series. It is a must read for
academics, government officials, the business community, the media, and
anybody with an interest in contemporary Southeast Asia. Drawing on its
unparalleled network of researchers and commentators, ISEAS is to be
congratulated for producing this major contribution to our understanding of this
diverse and fast-changing region, to a consistently high standard and in a timely
manner.” – Hal Hill, H.W. Arndt Professor of Southeast Asian Economies,
Australian National University
Discover the joys of embracing a more earth-friendly, natural lifestyle with this
extraordinary guide to becoming a green witch. Written by a mother and daughter
who both embody this holistic path, Dare to be a Green Witch provides
everything you need to get started, including dozens of recipes and remedies,
entertaining stories from the authors, and the history of these practices. Join
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Ehris Urban and Velya Jancz-Urban on a journey into the green witch's world,
where you'll explore herbal infusions, fermentation techniques, pantry essentials,
natural body and facial care, and more. You'll also learn the many uses of fire
cider, tonics, essential oils, collagen, and bone broth. From creating an herbal
sleep pillow to energy cleansing, Dare to be a Green Witch shows you how to
use nature's gifts and enjoy holistic wellness.
This is the first book to examine in detail the relationship between the Cold War
and International Law.
MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD New York Times bestselling author Ann Voskamp
invites you to embrace everyday blessings and embark on the transformative spiritual
discipline of chronicling God's gifts. Just like you, Ann Voskamp hungers to live her one life
well. Forget the bucket lists that have us escaping our everyday lives for exotic experiences.
"How," Ann wondered, "do we find joy in the midst of deadlines, debt, drama, and daily duties?
What does the Christ-life really look like when your days are gritty, long - and sometimes even
dark? How is God even here?" In One Thousand Gifts, Ann invites you to discover a way of
seeing that opens your eyes to ordinary amazing grace, a way of living that is fully alive, and a
way of becoming present to God that brings you deep and lasting joy. It's only in the
expression of gratitude for the life we already have, we discover the life we've always wanted .
. . a life we can take, give thanks for, and break for others. We come to feel and know the
impossible right down in our bones: we are wildly loved - by God. Let Ann's beautiful, heartPage 16/23
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aching stories of the everyday give you a way of seeing that opens your eyes to ordinary
amazing grace, a way of being present to God that makes you deeply happy, and a way of
living that is finally fully alive. Come live the best dare of all! For extended study into the One
Thousand Gifts message, Ann has also created the One Thousand Gifts video study and study
guide, a One Thousand Gifts devotional, and a special gift edition. This title is also available in
Spanish, Millar de Obsequios.
This textbook explores the growing area of human-environment interaction. We live in the
Anthropocene, an era dominated by humans, but also by the positive yet destructive
environmental feedbacks that are poised to completely reset the relationships between nature
and society. Modern and historic political, social, and cultural processes and physical
landscape responses determine the intensity of these impacts. Yet different cultural groups,
political and economic entities view, react to, and impact these human-environmental
processes in spatially distinct and divergent ways. Providing an accessible, up-to-date,
approach to human-environment interactions with balanced coverage of both social and
natural science approaches to core environmental issues, this textbook is an integrative, multidisciplinary offering that discusses environmental issues and processes within the context of
human societies. The book begins by addressing the three most pressing issues of our time:
climate change, threshold exceedance, and the 6th mass extinction. From there the authors
identify within chapters on resources, population, agriculture and urbanization what
precipitated and continues to sustain these three issues. They end with a chapter outlining
some practical solutions to our human-environment crises. The book will be a valuable
resource for interdisciplinary environment related courses bridging the gap between the social
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and natural sciences, human geographies and physical geographies. Mark R. Welford is Head
and Professor of Geography at the University of Northern Iowa, USA. He is the author of
Geographies of Plague Pandemics: The Spatial-Temporal Behavior of Plague to the Modern
Day. He is also a co-Principal Investigator on a National Science Foundation RAPID grant
entitled “Tracking and Understanding Spatiotemporal Dynamics of the COVID-19 Pandemic in
the Arctic.” Robert A. Yarbrough is Associate Professor of Geography in the Department of
Geology and Geography at Georgia Southern University, USA. His research areas include
nature-society geographies, critical cultural geographies, and immigration. .
The Dare Collection: April 2018Her Dirty Little Secret / Unmasked / the Marriage Clause /
InkedMills & Boon
Offers excerpts from the author's reflections on moments of grace in her own life and her
invitation to readers to embrace a life of gratitude and realize God's presence in everyday
experiences, accompanied by her own photographs.
? In her 60-year career, Joanne Woodward has been a film, television and stage actress,
television producer and director, stage director, and film director. She won the Best Actress
Academy Award for her performance in The Three Faces of Eve and was nominated for
Rachel, Rachel, Summer Wishes, Winter Dreams and Mr. & Mrs. Bridge. She also won the
Best Actress Emmy Award for See How She Runs and Do You Remember Love. This book is
the first to be solely devoted to Woodward's life and career, which were often overshadowed
by the successes of her late husband, Paul Newman.
The Israeli peace movement has been in decline since the 2000s. In particular, the liberal
Zionist groups, who call for peace for the sake of the security and continuity of Israel, have
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become paralysed and almost voiceless since the second Intifada. However, despite the
stagnation around the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process, this book argues that other important
groups have emerged that present new ways to challenge the status quo. These are radical
groups that act in solidarity with the Palestinians and human rights organisations and whose
aim is to reveal the realities of the occupation and hold the government to account. Leonie
Fleishmann argues that these groups have been, and remain, the agenda setters, pushing the
more moderate groups to mobilise more quickly and encouraging them to take up more
confrontational ideas. Using social movements theory, and based on 50 interviews and
participant observation, this book sheds light on contemporary Israeli peace activism.
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden have led the way for modern family and
gender policy. This report shows that improvements in gender equality have contributed
considerably to their economic growth.
Harlequin Dare brings you a collection of four new sexy contemporary romances for fun and
fearless women. Available now! This box set includes: WORTH THE RISK The Mortimers:
Wealthy & Wicked By Zara Cox With a lucrative deal on the line, billionaire Gideon Mortimer
can’t afford a tabloid scandal, but sharing a yacht with Leonie Branson is pure torture.
Surrendering to their thrilling sexual chemistry feels worth the risk—to his reputation and his
heart. LEGAL DESIRE Legal Lovers By Lisa Childs Lawyer Trevor Sinclair knows that icy
Allison McCann is sabotaging his firm. He just needs proof, with a plan that involves a little
deception...and a whole lot of seduction! No one warned him that her chilly exterior hides a
desire as hot as his own... WILD CHILD Sexy Little Secrets By Christy McKellen Maya
Darlington-Hume feels a thrill when a gorgeous man walks in on her naked. Since he is her
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new boss, she naughtily turns up the heat—and Benedict Chivers can’t resist her. Maya could
lose everything, but each encounter leaves her wanting more…! GETTING EVEN Reunions By
Avril Tremayne For book editor Veronica Johnson it’s sheer hell seeing her ex Rafael Velez
again. He’s the man she thought she’d be with forever, and here he is at her best friend’s
wedding! And he has an outrageous proposition: just one more night together! It’s
madness—but achingly tempting…

Harlequin Dare brings you a collection of four new sexy contemporary romances for fun
and fearless women. Available now! This box set includes: MAKE ME CRAVE By Katee
Robert When Roman gatecrashes Allie’s Caribbean holiday to make an offer on her
company, he expects a challenge—not their hot one-night stand! The island lulls them
into tempation…but what will happen when they return from paradise? WILD THING By
Nicola Marsh He used to be Makayla’s best friend, but five years after he broke her
heart, Hudson is back. She wants to hate him. She wants to resist his sex appeal. But
most of all Mak wants him…every night! DESTROYED The Knights of Ruin By Jackie
Ashenden Why would a hot-as-hell biker help the police chief’s very off-limits
daughter? Simple—Summer Grant is offering Jake “Tiger” Clarke something he can’t
refuse: her! And Tiger is prepared to risk everything—even if it destroys them both…
BEST LAID PLANS Blackmore, Inc. By Rebecca Hunter CEO Cameron assumes that
Jackson, the PR expert hired to clean up his reputation, will be a man. But she’s all
woman—as their sexy one-night stand proves! Now Cameron and Jackson must keep
their hands off each other…if only they forget their time in the bedroom!
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Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: CASTIGLIONE’S PREGNANT PRINCESS Vows for Billionaires By Lynne
Graham Prince Vitale is driven by royal duty—until his hunger for Jazmine leaves her
pregnant. A temporary marriage will legitimise their twins, but is the fire between them
enough to make Jazz his permanent princess? BLACKMAILED INTO THE MARRIAGE
BED By Melanie Milburne Vinn wants estranged wife Ailsa back on his arm, and he’s
not above blackmail. But Ailsa meets his fire with fire, and Vinn must entice her with a
scorching seduction! VIERI’S CONVENIENT VOWS By Andie Brock Her runaway
sister’s agreement leaves Harper no choice but to marry Vieri! When passionately
consummating their vows has consequences, Harper must decide: dare she trust Vieri
with more than her body? HER WEDDING NIGHT SURRENDER By Clare Connelly
Pietro vowed to never seduce his convenient virgin bride — until the chemistry between
he and Emmeline becomes undeniable. But while Pietro hides a devastating secret,
can they be married in more than name…? Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ April
2018 Box Set 2 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more.
Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it means to
dare greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research
conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture shifters, she’s showing us how to
put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Brené Brown’s new
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podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles,
status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing
the potential in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop that potential. When
we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious and ask
the right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard it; we know that power
becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations
and situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty requires skillbuilding around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re
choosing not to invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same
time as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that machines and AI
can’t do better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage,
to start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the
past two decades studying the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our
lives, and the past seven years working with transformative leaders and teams
spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small
entrepreneurial startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations,
and Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How do you cultivate braver,
more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture? In
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this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer these questions
in the no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes,
“One of the most important findings of my career is that daring leadership is a collection
of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s
learning and unlearning that requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up
with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is not always
our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why
we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to
Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave
leadership.
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